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Introduction 

Since the dawn of civilization energy has been the prime mover of growth 

and prosperity. After the usage of wood and animal dung cakes for centuries, we 

discovered coal during the Bronze Age. Large scale coal mining developed during 

the Industrial Revolution made coal the prime source of energy. Invention of steam 

engine, locomotives, etc., brought the desired speed in the wheel of civilization. But 

they were neither enough to satisfy our thirst for growth, nor efficient enough to 

propel the growth of modern civilization at a rate we desired to. It was the month of 

August, 1859, just 150 years ago, the driller ‘Uncle Billy’ Smith struck oil in 

Titusville, USA. And with that discovery, the whole concept of energy use for 

civilization and modernization changed dramatically forever. 

 

In the twentieth century, the most convenient fuel, ‘oil’, along with natural 

gas replaced coal as the most preferred fuel. Today, in the first decade of twenty-first 

century, oil and gas touch every facet of our life. Dependence on oil and gas is 

increased, that even thought of any supply disruption sends shock wave the world 

over. We are worriedly dependent on oil and gas. 

 

Daniel Yergin in the prologue of his epic ‘The Prize’ writes, “The role of oil- 

and anxiety about its supply- is a primary consideration of the Internet and the era of 

globalization that characterizes the first decade of the twenty-first century. In 

particular, three great themes underlie the story of oil.” The three themes that Daniel 

lists are: i) the rise and development of capitalism and modern business with oil. (“Oil 

is the world’s biggest and most pervasive business, the greatest of the great industries 

that arose in the last decades of nineteenth century,” he writes); ii) oil as a commodity 

intimately intertwined with national strategies and global politics and power and iii) 

how ours has become a “Hydrocarbon Society” and we, in the language of 

anthropologists, “Hydrocarbon Age and Hydrocarbon Man”. 

 

Taking cue from these themes and considering the unprecedented rate of 

growth of human aspiration for prosperity, it could easily be said that, in terms of 

energy scenario of the world in twenty-first century, the greatest reality is that the 

demand for oil and gas is going to exist and the greatest challenge is to ensure 

sustainable supply of oil and gas in years to come in future. 
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Changes in energy landscape 

Since the dawn of the oil-age about 150 million years ago, the world is 

estimated to have consumed more than 1,300 billion barrels of oil, out of which 293 

billion barrels i.e. about 21% of the total consumption so far, has been consumed in 

the last decade alone (from 1999 to 2009). 

 

It would not be inappropriate to index the development and prosperity with 

the energy consumption. The biggest energy consuming centers of today are the most 

prosperous regions in the world. Similarly, the development profile and carbon 

footprint in the developing nations could be mapped based on energy consumption 

trends. For example, the Asia Pacific region accounted for just 15% of the total 

primary energy consumption in the world in 1970. Whereas in 2003, the same region 

is found to be the largest energy consuming centre accounting for about 34% of the 

total consumption in the world. 

 

In less than four decades, the global energy landscape has dramatically 

changed. And this single change has caused wide ramifications on the entire business 

environment. India, with 17% of the world populationand just having 0.5% of known 

crude oil and 0.6% of natural gas reserves, is quite unfavorably placed as far as 

hydrocarbon resources are concerned. Meeting growing energy demand of fast 

developing India remains a challenge and will remain so in the near future also.Self 

sufficiency in crude oil has always been a dream and desire of every nation as it 

proved itself as the foundations of prosperity. As far as achieving self sufficiency in 

energy supply for India is concerned, it has two dimensions. 

 

First, finding and producing newreserves of hydrocarbons (oil and gas),as 

well as maintaining production levels from the existing fields; second,developing non 

conventional and alternatesources of energy in sustainableand cost effective manner 

for reducingdemand pressure on oil. 

 

The primary energy consumption in India is the third biggest after China and 

USA with 5.3% global share in 2015. The total primary energy consumption from 

crude oil (195.5 Mtoe; 27.91%), natural gas (45.5 Mtoe; 6.50%), coal (407.2 Mtoe; 

58.13%), nuclear energy (8.6 Mtoe; 1.23%), hydroelectricity (28.1 Mtoe; 4.01%) 

and renewable power (15.5 Mtoe; 2.21%) is 700.5 Mtoe (excluding traditional 

biomass use) in 2015. In 2013, India's net imports are nearly 144.3 million tons of 

crude oil, 16 Mtoe of LNG and 95 Mtoe coal totalling to 255.3 Mtoe of primary 

energy which is equal to 42.9% of total primary energy consumption. About 70% of 

India's electricity generation capacity is from fossil fuels. India is largely dependent 

on fossil fuel imports to meet its energy demands — by 2030, India's dependence on 

energy imports is expected to exceed 53% of the country's total energy 

consumption. In 2009-10, the country imported 159.26 million tonnes of crude oil 

which amounts to 80% of its domestic crude oil consumption and 31% of the 

country's total imports are oil imports.By the end of calendar year 2015, India has 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Primary_energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renewable_energy_in_India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tonne_of_oil_equivalent
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fossil_fuel
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become a power surplus country with huge power generation capacity idling for want 

of electricity demand. 

 

Due to rapid economic expansion, India has one of the world's fastest 

growing energy markets and is expected to be the second-largest contributor to the 

increase in global energy demand by 2035, accounting for 18% of the rise in global 

energy consumption. Given India's growing energy demands and limited domestic 

fossil fuel reserves, the country has ambitious plans to expand its renewable and most 

worked out nuclear power programme. India has the world's fifth largest wind power 

market and also plans to add about 100,000 MW of solar power capacity by 

2020. India also envisages to increase the contribution of nuclear power to overall 

electricity generation capacity from 4.2% to 9% within 25 years. The country has five 

nuclear reactors under construction (third highest in the world) and plans to construct 

18 additional nuclear reactors (second highest in the world) by 2025. 

 

Oil & Gas supply: Truths &Challenges 

The apprehension about sustainablesupply of oil in long-term has prevailedin 

the market since the day oil becamea commodity. The speculators havealways played 

conveniently with thisapprehension. Projected supply constraintsand speculators grip 

on commodityexchanges witnessed unprecedentedrally in oil prices; peaking to$147 

per barrel in mid-2008.Then there was a debacle. We witnessedone of the worst 

recessions inglobal economy. Rightly, speculationand high oil prices is cited one of 

thereasons for meltdown. Oil witnesseddemand destruction. However, it isstrongly 

felt that that this demand destructionis just temporary and demandfor oil and gas is 

bound to bounce backthe moment global economy gains confidence. The moment 

green shootsin global economy became visible, oilprices started showing upward 

curve; from $35 per barrel to now in the rangeof $50-70 per barrel which seems tobe 

in the Goldilocks’-range. However, fundamentally oil prices may see similarvolatility 

which we witnessed untilthe first half of 2016. 

 

No doubt oil industry is in the era of constantly changing realities. Against 

this dynamics taking a firm step towards future solutions is the biggest challenge. 

Fact remains, it is rather impossible to tame volatility of the oil industry which has 

become the epitome of the global economy. Its benchmarks and curves have direct 

consequential implications for the mankind in any part of the globe. 

 

Temporary shock in oil prices had devastatingimpact on many prior 

committedinvestments for sustaining futuresupplies. This has caused a long termblow 

for the supply side of the market.Investment crunch coupled with technicalfacts that 

the size and number ofnew discoveries are constantly shrinking, the major producing 

fields haveaged and the technology required forexploring and exploiting new 

sourcesand frontiers are inadequate are compoundingthe apprehension of 

sustainedsupply in future. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economic_development_in_India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renewable_energy_in_India
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In tight energy demand scenario thereis no other option than to look for 

alloptions which are feasible and sustainable.Bio-fuel as an option and 

economicsubstitute for oil may not be thesingle reason for imbalanced 

agriculturepattern globally. There are otherreasons but the fact remains that largescale 

production of maize, at the cost ofother crops, or large scale use of sugarcane for 

producing bio-fuels is leadingto crippling shortage of critical foodcrops with direct 

impact on its prices. 

 

The new buzz words ‘agflation’, ‘foodflation’, etc., and their indices are 

interpretedas end of the world of cheapfood; like end of the easy oil. “TheEconomist” 

quoted Josette Sheeran ofthe World Food Program, a United Nationsagency, calling 

it as a “silent tsunami”which is really disturbing; andat the epicenter of this 

disturbance isoil – just unimaginable. The same oilwhich shaped this urban-centric 

civilization, invading every facets of human life; redefining convenience and 

usheringprosperity.The drawn correlation of oil prices withfood prices and resultant 

imbalances isa serious concern and this demands oilindustry to look for corrective 

measuresbeyond such distortions. 

 

The apprehension of supply constraintscoupled with price volatility are not 

the obvious statement of pessimism. It isall about acknowledging the harsh realitiesof 

the present day’s oil business. “Global Witness”, in its October 2009report “Heads in 

the sand” questioningIEA’s overconfidence, outlines –“the world is facing a twin 

emergency brought out by the confluence of climateand energy crises”. It lists – 

oilfield depletion, declining discovery rates, insufficient new projects and 

increasingdemand as the fundamentalunderlying problems for securing sufficient oil 

supply. 

 

However, on the other hand, on a positivenote, CERA in its Nov’2009 

reportstates that – hydrocarbon liquids area finite resource; but based on recenttrends 

in exploration and appraisal activitythere should be more than an adequateinventory 

of physical resourcesavailable to increase supply to meet anticipatedlevels of demand 

in the timeframe up to 2030.Such contradictory schools of thoughtsare not new for 

this industry. Its technicalcomplexities and resultant uncertainties, political stake and 

chain-effecton all other industries in any economyhave always caused such 

argumentativeopinions. 

 

Deloitte Centre for Energy Solutionsin its report ‘Oil & Gas reality Check: 

Ten of the top issues facing companiesin the coming year’ has comprehensively 

summarized the challengesof present oil & gas industry. Thereport has flagged ten 

issues as follows: 

i) The cash crunch; economicuncertainty may supply shortage, 

ii)Counting the costs; elevated expensessqueeze margins, 

iii)Regulatory complexity;global operations demand robustprocesses, 

iv) Missing in action;talent shortages loom,  
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v) Boostingreserves at bargain prices; the paceof mergers and acquisitions 

accelerates, 

vi) Nowhere to go; market accesslimited by resource nationalism, 

vii) The end of easy oil; reserves aregetting harder to reach and extract, 

viii) Playing it safe; Health and safetyremain critical concerns, 

 ix) Aninconvenient truth; Carbon reductiontargets rise in prominence and 

 x) It’snot easy being green; an alternativestrategy is mandatory. 

 

The issue is that theindustry has never come together toaccept the fact that 

the epicenter ofthese challenges is just one – growingdemand for energy and looming 

shortages,if corrective measures are not putin place.The industry has also to propose 

theway forward for the demand side managementincluding improvement in 

efficiency in all its usages. It is alsoimperative for the industry to providegreen 

solutions for favorable environmentalfootprints. This is not conflictingbut 

complementing engagement asfar as sustainable development is concerned. 

 

The way forward 

Inclusive growth of civilization willchallenge the oil industry to ensure 

thissustainable supply. Beyond this, on supplyside, there is a need for 

establishinglinear correlation between demand andcapacity buildup. This correlation 

hasthird and a very important dimension i.e., investment which more or less 

boilsdown to the localized business interestof the countries or corporates.The 

boundary conditions of these localized interests need to be redefined.This may require 

extraordinary level ofcooperation among the producers andconsumers. There is also 

an urgent need to rationalize cost of oil field serviceswhich emerged as a biggest 

challengefor the oil industry in the boom days. 

 

The industry, in one hand, needs to dilutecomplexities in the market, 

limitvolatility. Going beyond the geo-politicalfactors, adopting greater 

transparencyof market information and datawould be a pragmatic step to 

establishlinear correlations. On the other hand,technologically the industry needs tobe 

more accurate, cost effective andprecise. Failure rates have to be minimized. 

 

Developing new technologiesfor tomorrow becomes imperative.Neutralizing 

these shortages wouldrequire support from resource holdersand host countries 

through enablingtax regimes. In this regard, NOCs,who directly control over 80 

percentof world’s reserves, will have to playa vital role in future capacities build 

up.To this effect, companies in energybusiness or related to it will have toestablish 

meaningful synergy with oneobjective – green energy solutions ataffordable price for 

sustenance of futurehuman civilization. 
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Conclusion 

 The oil and gas industry has alwaysoffered unique challenges, both forthe 

suppliers as well as consumers.Because of high stake, its business environmenthas 

often been murky withgreed and avarice. At the same time,the passion for innovation 

and entrepreneurshiphas always discoverednew heights of achievement. Whateverit 

may be, there is no doubt that the humancivilization has immensely been benefitted 

by this industry.At the advent of a new decade in twentyfirst century, the realities and 

challenges of oil industries have definitely changed. 

 

Demand pressure or supply constraintsor related volatility are showing 

complexside-effects which has wide ramifications to the global economy.The 

industry will have to redefine itsboundary conditions to address new realitiesand the 

new challenges. Greenenergy solutions at affordable cost willchallenge the industry 

to extend its capabilitiesthrough innovative technologysolutions and collective 

response.We will have to recognize ‘Energy’ asa collective issue.It is hoped that all 

the realities and thechallenges of this industry will be addressedby the new generation 

with newideas, new technologies and new sociopoliticalperspectives for even 

greaterprosperity and a brighter tomorrow. 
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